INTRODUCTION {#s1}
============

Personalized medicine focuses on matching patients to appropriate therapeutic regimens based on the underlying genetic mechanisms driving their disease. Understanding the connection between genomic alterations and clinical outcomes promises to facilitate development of well-tolerated targeted therapies, aid in clinical trial selection, and ultimately improve cancer patient care. This approach has been exemplified in *EGFR*-mutant non-small-cell lung cancers and *BRAF*-mutant melanomas in which target inhibition with molecularly matched agents results in a dramatic clinical benefit ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C3]).

Metastatic triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) comprises 12%--17% of breast cancers ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C8]; [@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C14]) and carries a poor prognosis compared with other breast cancer subtypes ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C11]; [@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C26]). Treatment options for TNBC are largely limited to systemic chemotherapy because of a lack of efficacy for non-biomarker-directed targeted therapies ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C36]). Utilizing platinum compounds as monotherapy in the neoadjuvant setting or in the context of combinational chemotherapy has demonstrated a mix of overall response rates (33%--80%), with the presence of a *BRCA1*/*2* mutation being a key predictor of response ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C35]; [@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C29]; [@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C37]; [@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C7]). However, *BRCA1/2* alterations are observed in 2%--5% of breast cancers, and predictive biomarkers of response to platinum regimens in the remaining patients remain unknown ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C40]; [@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C9]).

The phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K)/AKT/mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) signaling pathway is one of the most frequently deregulated pathways in human malignancies and has been implicated in breast cancer pathogenesis; 30%--35% of breast cancers harbor activating mutations in the *PIK3CA* oncogene or show loss of the *PTEN* tumor-suppressor gene via inactivating mutations or homozygous deletion ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C40]). Although both mechanisms lead to constitutive activation of the downstream from AKT/mTOR signaling pathway, *PTEN* loss is enriched in TNBC ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C30]; [@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C10]). Therefore, utilization of mTOR pathway inhibitors (e.g., everolimus and temsirolimus) was an attractive therapeutic strategy for the treatment of advanced breast cancers. However, in genomically unselected metastatic breast cancer patients, everolimus monotherapy demonstrated only modest clinical benefit with an overall response rate of 12% at a dose of 10 mg/day and 0% at a dose of 70 mg once weekly ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C12]). Moreover, a combination therapy of everolimus and the aromatase inhibitor exemestane resulted in a significant increase in median progression-free survival (6.9 mo) compared with exemestane alone (2.8 mo) in hormone receptor--positive (ER^+^/PR^+^), HER2-negative advanced breast cancer patients, although no significant increase in overall survival was reported ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C4]).

Clinical evidence demonstrating the efficacy of targeting the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway with mTOR inhibitors is mounting and suggests that subsets of patients may derive significant benefit from this approach. In one study of mesenchymal/metaplastic breast cancers treated with temsirolimus-based regimens, alterations in the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway were associated with therapeutic responses and prolonged stable disease ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C32]). A second study reported that six of eight patients with estrogen and/or progesterone receptor--positive gynecologic or breast malignancies featuring alterations of genes in the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway, including *PIK3CA*, *AKT1*, or *PTEN*, exhibited stable disease (SD), partial response (PR), or complete response (CR) following combined treatment with anastrozole and everolimus ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C47]). Recently, *PIK3CA* mutations and *PTEN* loss were identified as potential biomarkers for everolimus sensitivity in HER2^+^ breast cancer ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C2]).

Here, we report a near-complete 14-mo response to everolimus therapy of a heavily pretreated patient with biphenotypic, metastatic breast cancer. Genomic profiling of her metastatic liver specimen identified a single reportable point mutation under loss of heterozygosity (LOH), *STK11* F354L. The published literature suggests conflicting evidence supporting the role of this mutation in cancer. Although some data have predicted this variant to be a benign germline SNP, other data have demonstrated that this alteration can activate the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway. This case highlights the need for further studies aimed at assessing the role of this *STK11* alteration in cancer progression and therapeutic response.

RESULTS {#s2}
=======

Clinical Presentation and Family History {#s2a}
----------------------------------------

The patient is a 49-year-old premenopausal woman who presented in 1997 with Grade III, T1c N1 M0, ER^+^/PR^+^ HER-2 intermediate invasive ductal carcinoma. The patient has no family history of breast cancer or evidence of *BRCA1/2* mutations. The patient underwent a modified left mastectomy and received radiation therapy of the left chest wall and postoperative combination chemotherapy consisting of cyclophosphamide, methotrexate, and fluorouracil (CMF regimen), followed by docetaxel every 3 wk for six cycles and then tamoxifen for 5 yr ([Fig. 1](#PARACHONIAKMCS000778F1){ref-type="fig"}). Three years into treatment the patient underwent a total abdominal hysterectomy and bilateral salpingo-oophorectomy. Following completion of the 5-yr tamoxifen regimen, the aromatase inhibitor letrozole was administered for 7 yr through February 2009.

![Schematic of clinical course indicating treatment, duration, and disease recurrence. ER, estrogen receptor; PR, progesterone receptor; CMF, cyclophosphamide, methotrexate, and fluorouracil.](ParachoniakMCS000778_F1){#PARACHONIAKMCS000778F1}

In late 2009, the patient experienced right upper quadrant pain and computed tomography (CT) imaging revealed extensive liver metastases. Liver biopsies confirmed metastatic undifferentiated carcinoma, which, unlike the original primary tumor, was ER^−^/PR^−^/HER2^−^ (triple negative). The patient was treated with carboplatin and gemcitabine for 6 mo and a major response was observed on fused positron emission tomography (PET)--CT. Three months later, in November 2011, a follow-up PET--CT showed macronodular cirrhotic scarring but no sign of active disease in the liver. However, PET--CT imaging detected fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)-avid spots in the spine at thoracic vertebrae T7 and T9. Biopsy specimens taken from the bone metastases were classified as poorly differentiated carcinoma, ER^+^/PR^−^/HER2^−^, consistent with the original breast cancer diagnosis. The patient received palliative radiation therapy and was started on anastrozole (1 mg tablet, daily) and fulvestrant (500 mg on days 1, 15, and 29 and once monthly thereafter) therapy. Three months later, in February 2012, PET--CT imaging revealed evidence of recurrence in the liver. Examination of a second biopsy taken from the liver was consistent with ER^−^/PR^−^/HER2^−^ breast cancer, concordant with the immunohistochemistry (IHC) results from the initial liver metastasis. The patient continued to receive fulvestrant and anastrozole, with the addition of capecitabine chemotherapy (1000 mg/m^2^ b.i.d. \[twice a day\] 14 out of 21 days) from May to September 2012. Capecitabine was well tolerated except for mild-to-moderate hand--foot syndrome.

In September 2012, PET--CT scans indicated a complete metabolic response in all areas including both liver and spine, and cytotoxic chemotherapy was discontinued. The patient continued to receive fulvestrant and anastrozole for an additional 7 mo, at which time she presented with a palpable liver nodule with extensive left-sided musical rales involving the left chest and tumor-related symptoms of weight gain, bloating, poor endurance, and exertional dyspnea. A restaging PET--CT scan showed evidence of disease within the perihilar left upper lobe, and multiple additional foci of FDG avid metastases throughout both hepatic lobes. No additional FDG avid foci were observed in other locations, including the skeletal system, beyond sclerotic foci and photopenia within the thoracic spine in line with previously treated metastases. Results of the CT scans were consistent with response to combination hormonal therapy of the ER^+^ disease in the bone. However, significant disease progression of the ER^−^/PR^−^/HER2^−^ liver metastases and a small degree of disease in the lung were observed. The patient was administered paclitaxel (80 mg/m^2^) weekly 3/4 (3--4 wk) from May to September 2013.

In January 2014, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and CT scans revealed extensive recurrent cancer throughout the liver (all lobes) and bone (including the axial and appendicular spine, T12, S1 vertebrae, the left iliac bone, and proximal left femur). An isolated left upper lobe lung nodule was also detected. In February 2014, the patient was started on megestrol acetate (40 mg twice daily) and 10 cycles of palliative chemotherapy with gemcitabine and carboplatin (days 1 and 8 out of a 21-d cycle) for 7 mo.

In June 2014, CT scans showed stable disease in terms of polyostotic bone metastases and liver metastases and slight regression of the dominant left hilar lung metastasis. At this time, with patient permission, the triple-negative liver specimen from the first recurrence (February 2012) was submitted for genomic profiling (Foundation Medicine, Cambridge, MA).

Genomic Analyses {#s2b}
----------------

Genomic profiling of the liver specimen from February 2012 identified a single reportable mutation: *STK11* F354L ([Tables 1](#PARACHONIAKMCS000778TB1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#PARACHONIAKMCS000778TB2){ref-type="table"}) among the 236 cancer-related genes that were analyzed ([Supplemental Table 1](http://www.molecularcasestudies.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1101/mcs.a000778/-/DC1)). *STK11* encodes a serine/threonine kinase called LKB1 that activates AMPK and negatively regulates the mTOR pathway in response to changes in cellular energy levels ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C34]). Intriguingly, the *STK11* mutation was the only detected alteration among several (19) genes involved in the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway ([Table 3](#PARACHONIAKMCS000778TB3){ref-type="table"}). We also identified four variants of unknown significance ([Supplemental Table 2](http://www.molecularcasestudies.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1101/mcs.a000778/-/DC1)) whose role in cancer is currently unknown; however, none of these alterations suggested sensitivity to PI3K inhibitors. The *STK11* F354L alteration was observed in 55% of sequencing reads spanning this region ([Table 1](#PARACHONIAKMCS000778TB1){ref-type="table"}). To investigate LOH at this locus, sequences were analyzed using a custom algorithm (see Methods) that incorporates mutant allele frequency, tumor purity, and copy-number changes at a given locus. Results from this analysis were consistent with the mutation being under LOH ([Fig. 2](#PARACHONIAKMCS000778F2){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, this tumor lacked a wild-type copy of this gene.

![(*A*) Copy-number alteration plot of analyzed tumor sample sequenced. Chromosome numbers are annotated along the horizontal axis. Copy-number modeling from next-generation sequencing data was performed using established algorithms (see Methods). Log ratio values are noted on the *left* vertical axis; copy number (CN) for each region is noted on the *right* vertical axis. The region corresponding to *STK11* is circled. (*B*) Chromosome 19 CN (*left*) and variant allele frequency (*right*) are enlarged. The region containing *STK11* shows a CN of 1 with a corresponding drop in single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) allele frequencies, a signature of loss of heterozygosity.](ParachoniakMCS000778_F2){#PARACHONIAKMCS000778F2}

###### 

Variant table

  Gene      Chr.      HGVS DNA reference   HGVS protein reference  Variant type   Predicted effect   dbSNP ID     Genotype   Mutant allele frequency (%)   Depth
  --------- -------- -------------------- ------------------------ -------------- ------------------ ------------ ---------- ----------------------------- -------
  *STK11*   Chr 19        c.1062C\>G              p.F354L          Substitution   Deleterious        rs59912467   het        55                            910

HGVS, Human Genome Variation Society; dbSNP, Single Nucleotide Polymorphism database; het, heterozygous.

###### 

Sequence coverage table

  Total reads   Total mapped reads   Target exon coverage (mean)   Target exon coverage at STK11 (mean)
  ------------- -------------------- ----------------------------- --------------------------------------
  53,749,710    53,010,181 (98.6%)   694.97                        756.3

Treatment Outcomes {#s2c}
------------------

Based on the presence of an STK11 alteration, in August 2014 the patient was started on exemestane (25 mg) and the mTOR inhibitor everolimus at 2.5 mg daily, with a dose increase of 2.5 mg every 2 wk until a target dose of 10 mg was achieved. The treatment was well tolerated with only a mild Grade I acneiform rash noted. The patient is currently approaching a complete response and treatment has been ongoing for 14 mo ([Fig. 3](#PARACHONIAKMCS000778F3){ref-type="fig"}). Consistent with this response, significant reductions in serum levels of alkaline phosphatase and cancer antigen 15-3 levels were observed within 3 mo of treatment initiation ([Fig. 4](#PARACHONIAKMCS000778F4){ref-type="fig"}). This response was far superior to median progression-free survival (6.9 mo) reported in the Phase III trial data ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C4]). Furthermore, the patient had failed multiple lines of chemotherapy and derived significant benefit from everolimus treatment in both the triple-negative and ER^+^ metastases.

![Representative positron emission tomography (PET)--computed tomography (CT) images (*A*) pre- and (*B*) posteverolimus treatment.](ParachoniakMCS000778_F3){#PARACHONIAKMCS000778F3}

![Serum levels of (*A*) alkaline phosphatase (ALP) and (*B*) cancer antigen 15-3 (CA15-3) during clinical course of treatment.](ParachoniakMCS000778_F4){#PARACHONIAKMCS000778F4}

DISCUSSION {#s3}
==========

Here we present a noteworthy response to everolimus in a heavily pretreated biphenotypic breast cancer patient whose tumor harbored an alteration in the mTOR-negative regulator gene, *STK11* (Fig. 5). Although everolimus is Federal Drug Administration (FDA)-approved for breast cancer treatment, Phase III trial data in hormone-positive disease showed a response rate of 9.5% and a median overall survival of 6.9 mo ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C4]). In triple-negative disease, the response rate to everolimus with carboplatin was 28%, and progression-free survival was 3 mo ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C36]). Previous studies have suggested that constitutive activation of PI3K/AKT/mTOR signaling via activating mutations in *PIK3CA* or inactivating events in *PTEN* may confer sensitivity to mTOR inhibitors in breast cancer ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C47]; [@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C32]).

Reliable biomarkers of mTOR-inhibitor sensitivity have yet to be firmly established. Anecdotal data from germline syndromes and sporadic cancers caused by mutations in this pathway suggest that aberrant activation of PI3K/AKT/mTOR signaling may confer sensitivity to these targeted agents. For example, germline mutations in *TSC1*/2, negative regulators of mTOR signaling, result in tuberous sclerosis and an increased risk of cancer. *TSC1/2*-driven cancers have demonstrated exquisite sensitivity to mTOR inhibitors, including everolimus ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C45]; [@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C6]; [@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C16]; [@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C31]). Somatic loss-of-function mutation in *TSC1* and activating mutations in *mTOR* have been associated with exceptional responses to everolimus in bladder cancer and kidney cancer patients, respectively ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C20]; [@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C43]; [@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C44]). Activating mutations in *PIK3CA* have been associated with higher response rates to PI3K/AKT/mTOR inhibitors across multiple cancer types in early-phase clinical trials ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C21], [@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C22]). Finally, anecdotal evidence from a thymoma patient suggests that activating events in AKT1 (E17K) are also sensitive to these agents ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C46]).

![Schematic of the signaling pathway. The tumor-suppressor activity of LKB1 counteracts mitogen-induced phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K)/AKT/mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) signaling. Under energy-low cellular conditions, LKB1 activates AMPK, which, via activation of TSC1/TSC2, results in decreased mTOR activity.](ParachoniakMCS000778_F5){#PARACHONIAKMCS000778F5}

Germline loss-of-function mutations in *STK11* are responsible for Peutz--Jeghers syndrome (PJS), a rare autosomal dominant disorder (1 in 25,000--300,000) defined by polyps throughout the gastrointestinal tract, mucocutaneous pigmentation, and an increased risk of cancer development ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C5]). One case report from a PJS patient with pancreatic adenocarcinoma describes a partial remission after everolimus treatment ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C24]). However, the patient herein described has no evidence of PJS and was therefore not a candidate for germline testing. Somatic loss-of-function mutations in *STK11* have been reported in lung adenocarcinoma (17%), intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (5%), and lung squamous cell carcinoma (1.7%) ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C41], [@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C42]; [@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C23]). However, their association with sensitivity to targeted therapy remains largely unknown. Somatic mutations in *STK11* are rare in breast cancers and have been reported in ∼0.2%--1.0% of invasive ductal carcinomas (MSKCC cBio portal, September 2015). Interestingly, the observed mutant allele frequency within the context of local copy-number loss suggests it is a germline alteration that has undergone LOH in this tumor. Collectively, these data suggest that the only copy of *STK11* present in the tumor was the mutant allele.

The *STK11* F354L alteration is located within the carboxyl terminus of LKB1. Preclinical data surrounding its functional effects are conflicting, and its role in cancer development is unclear. One study has shown that it impairs LKB1-mediated AMPK activation and leads to increased mTOR signaling ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C13]), whereas another study has shown that the mutation confers no change to LKB1 kinase activity ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C25]). Published reports have identified this alteration as both a germline variant in one family with PJS ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C1]) and as a somatic mutation in cancer ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C39]). These data are further complicated by the fact that this alteration has been identified in both cancer patients and normal controls at similar frequencies (6.3% and 5.6%, respectively) ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C25]). It is unclear how zygosity factors into a disease-specific function for this mutant. However, previous studies have shown that heterozygous germline truncation and missense polymorphisms are under somatic LOH-mediated selection in cancer ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C18]; [@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C28]). Thus, somatically acquired events may exploit susceptibilities in the germline genetic background of the patient. The fact that the mutation in this tumor appears to be under LOH is consistent with a loss-of-function role. Interestingly, in a study of Chinese patients with lung adenocarcinoma, 9/86 sequenced tumor samples harbored a germline STK11 F354L alteration, of which two exhibited LOH ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C17]). Although heterozygous carriers may retain a functional copy of this gene, removal of the wild-type allele through LOH would result in a mutant-only form. In addition to a potential role in disease when under LOH, this alteration could also have a role in tumor maintenance and drug sensitivity. Other examples in the literature suggest that germline SNPs may modulate sensitivity to anticancer agents, regardless of their role in disease development ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C19]; [@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C48]; [@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C33]). Our data suggest that further research is warranted to better understand the role of this alteration in both tumorigenesis and mTOR inhibitor sensitivity.

###### 

Summary of phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K)/AKT/mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) pathway genes analyzed

  Function                     Gene         Alteration detected? (N/Y)
  ---------------------------- ----------- ----------------------------
  mTORC1/2 complex             *MTOR*                   N
  mTORC 1/2 complex            *RPTOR*                  N
  mTORC1/2 complex             *RICTOR*                 N
  mTORC-positive regulation    *AKT1*                   N
  mTORC1-positive regulation   *AKT2*                   N
  mTORC1-positive regulation   *AKT3*                   N
  mTORC1-positive regulation   *HRAS*                   N
  mTORC1-positive regulation   *IGF1*                   N
  PI3K pathway                 *PIK3C2G*                N
  PI3K pathway                 *PIK3C3*                 N
  mTORC1-positive regulation   *PIK3CA*                 N
  PI3K pathway                 *PIK3CG*                 N
  mTORC1-negative regulation   *PIK3R1*                 N
  mTORC1-negative regulation   *PIK3R2*                 N
  mTORC1-negative regulation   *PTEN*                   N
  mTORC2-negative regulation   *STK11*                  Y
  mTORC2-negative regulation   *TSC1*                   N
  mTORC2-negative regulation   *TSC2*                   N
  mTOR downstream regulator    *TP53*                   N

The above data are provocative, but this study is not without limitations. Although *STK11* was the sole gene with an identified alteration among the panel of PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway genes sequenced, several alterative mechanisms to account for defects in this pathway remain possible. For example, changes to gene methylation or expression, microRNA expression, cellular metabolism, or other epigenetic modifications in the tumor sample were not assessed. It also remains plausible that other genomic events not captured by the current sequencing panel contributed to the patient\'s response. A further possibility is that additional alterations may have been acquired between the time of sequencing and treatment. However, given that significant therapeutic responses were observed across all metastatic tumor sites (liver, lung spin), this possibility seems less likely. Additional tissue for follow-up testing to investigate these possibilities was unavailable for this case.

As the paradigm of cancer treatment shifts from chemotherapeutic regimens to more personalized approaches, the discovery of reliable biomarkers is essential for identifying patients likely to derive maximum benefit from targeted therapies. Breast cancer treatment has already embraced this approach with the use of HER2-targeted therapies for HER2^+^ disease and antihormonal therapies for ER^+^/PR^+^ disease ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C27]). Here, we present a case of a patient with biphenotypic breast cancer in whom multiple lines of chemotherapy had failed. The identification of an alteration in *STK11* supported the initiation of therapy with the mTOR inhibitor everolimus. The patient has experienced an exceptional 14-mo response on this regimen. Despite controversy around the identified *STK11* F354L variant, these data suggest a potential role of this variant in modulating mTOR inhibitor sensitivity when under LOH, regardless of its germline or somatic status. Additional research is warranted to better understand how this alteration affects the PI3K/AKT/mTOR signaling axis in the presence of mTOR inhibition.

METHODS {#s4}
=======

Local site permissions to use clinical samples were obtained for this work. Next-generation-sequencing-based genomic profiling was performed at a Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendment (CLIA)-certified, College of American Pathologists (CAP)- and New York State (NYS)-accredited laboratory (Foundation Medicine). DNA was extracted from four formalin fixed paraffin embedded 10 micron sections. DNA was adaptor-ligated and capture was performed for all coding exons of 236 related genes and select introns from 19 genes frequently rearranged in cancer ([Supplemental Table 1](http://www.molecularcasestudies.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1101/mcs.a000778/-/DC1)). Sequencing of captured libraries was performed using an Illumina HiSeq 2500 to a median exon coverage depth of 645×, and resultant sequences were analyzed for base substitutions, insertions, deletions, copy-number alterations (focal amplifications and homozygous deletions) and select gene fusions, as previously described ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C15]). Natural germline variants from The 1000 Genomes Project (dbSNP135) were removed, unless previously reported as somatic or characterized in the literature as pathogenic, and known driver alterations (COSMIC v62) were highlighted as biologically significant. All inactivating events (i.e., truncations and deletions) in known tumor-suppressor genes were also called as significant. To maximize mutation-detection accuracy (sensitivity and specificity) in impure clinical specimens, the test was previously optimized and validated to detect base substitutions at a ≥5% mutant allele frequency (MAF) and indels with a ≥10% MAF with ≥99% accuracy ([@PARACHONIAKMCS000778C15]). Copy-number modeling was performed by normalizing the tumor coverage profile to process-matched controls and performing a circular binary segmentation (CBS)-based segmentation to generate a genome-wide copy-number model. This model optimizes the copy-number profile with tumor ploidy and purity. Based on these optimized model parameters, expected tumor-derived minor allele frequency are made for each variant in each segment. Zygosity is then assigned as either homozygous or heterozygous based on the comparison between this expected minor allele frequency and the actual variant allele frequency. For example, in a region with a single-allele somatic deletion, LOH can be observed as a decrease CN in conjunction with a decrease in minor allele frequency (MAF) of germline polymorphisms. This decrease in allele frequency is proportional to the percentage of tumor cells within this sample. Thus, samples with higher tumor content will have a larger shift in germline polymorphism MAF. Segmentation calls are made based on the MAF. LOH calls are made based on the average MAF for a given segment in comparison to a model based on the tumor content of the sample and the copy-number profile.
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